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Abstract 
Recently, the need of the high speed packet switch is increased. The basic 2DRR scheduling algorithm provides high 
throughput, fair access and simple working on a packet switch. However, few input and output node could not be permissioned in 
some timeslots. It occurs decreasing throughput and some transmission delay. This paper proposes a new packet switch 
scheduling algorithm. The proposed scheduling algorithm provides higher throughput and low delay. The effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm is shown through simulation studies. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the number of traffic packet network is on the increase1, 2. They are needed more the high speed 
packet switch scheduler. Richard presented the basic two Dimensional Round Robin (2DRR) scheduling algorithm3. 
The four matrixes, Request Matrix (RM), Pattern Matrix (PM), Scheduling Matrix (SM), and Allocation Matrix 
(AM) are used in the basic 2DRR. Each matrix size is N x N, where N means the number of inputs and outputs4. The 
basic 2DRR provides high throughput, fair access and simple working on a packet switch. However, few input and 
output node could not be permissioned in some timeslots because the basic 2DRR use only value of PM to running 
scheduling. It occurs decreasing throughput and some transmission delay.  
 The low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm based on the basic 2DRR is proposed by Hirotada and 
Koichi5. This scheduling algorithm use a m x m size split matrix. It means this scheduling algorithm can use RM 
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more efficiently and can decrease delay to transmit a packet. However, it is difficult to realize because of some tight 
prerequisite and vast calculating time. 
In this paper, we propose a new scheduling algorithm based on the basic 2DRR, the Repetitive two Dimensional 
Round Robin (Re-2DRR) scheduling algorithm. Re-2DRR provides higher throughput than that of the basic 2DRR 
scheduling algorithm.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we explain the related works, the basic 2DRR 
scheduling algorithm and the low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm. Section 3 introduces a new scheduling 
algorithm, Re-2DRR. Then, the experimental results are illustrated and analysed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
provides discussion and suggestions for further work on this problem. 
2. Related Works 
In this section, we describe the basic 2DRR scheduling algorithm3 and the low delay packet switch scheduling 
algorithm5. 
2.1. The basic two Dimensional Round Robin (2DRR) 
In an N x N switch, up to N different requests can be simultaneously served by the switch in one time slot such 
that no two requests are in the same row or column in the request matrix. In order to select such N elements of the 
request matrix, RM, the Basic 2DDR examines elements of RM that belong to generalized diagonals. 
Definition 1: A generalized diagonal is a set of N elements in an N x N matrix, such that no two elements are in 
the same row or column. 
There are N! different generalized diagonals in an N x N matrix. The basic 2DRR algorithm uses only N of these 
diagonals by selecting one basic diagonal and then generating the remaining N-1 ones by shifting the basic diagonal 
across the matrix (so that each matrix element is covered by one of the N diagonals). That is, by sweeping a 
generalized diagonal pattern of length N through the request matrix, all N2 input output pairs in the request matrix 
can be satisfied in N time slots. This property is used to guarantee a minimum amount of service to each 
input/output queue. 
The basic 2DRR scheduling algorithm operates in repeating cycles of N time slots in which the time slots of each 
cycle are indexed by the variable L, which takes on values from 0 through N 1. The following 4 matrices are 
assumed.  
1) Request Matrix(RM) 
 Each entry RM[R, C] is binary with the semantics: 
],[ CRRM 1, if there is at least one request for a connection from output R to output C 
                          0, otherwise 
2) Scheduling Matrix, SM 
Each entry SM[R, C] contains an integer between 0 and N 1 inclusive where 
SM[R,C]= C − R( )modN  
If  SM[R, C] = K, then RM[R, C] is covered by diagonal pattern K. 
3) Pattern Sequence Matrix (Pattern Matrix, PM) 
Each entry PM[I, J] is an integer between 0 and N 1 inclusive with the semantics:  
PM[I, J] = K implies that when the timeslot index L of a cycle is equal to J, then the I-th diagonal pattern in 
the sequence applied by the algorithm is the one numbered K in the diagonal pattern matrix. The ordering 
index I varies from 0 to N 1. 
4) Allocation Matrix(AM) 
It is binary entries and the semantics: 
otherwise,0




At the beginning of time slot L in a cycle, all entries of the allocation matrix are set to zero. Then a sequence of N 
diagonal patterns is applied to the request matrix in the order specified by the pattern sequence matrix PM. That is, 
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the diagonal pattern with index PM [0, L] is applied first followed by diagonal pattern PM[l, L] . . . PM[N 1, L]. As 
these diagonal patterns are overlaid on the request matrix, the entry AM[R, C] is set to 1 at the I-th point 
0≤I ≤N − 1( ) in the sequence if the following conditions are true.  
1) RM[R, C] = 1. 
2) Input R and output C are still available for allocation (i.e., they have not been allocated to a different 
connection by a previously applied diagonal in the current time slot). 
3) SM[R, C] = K. where PM[l, L] = K. 
The above scheduling procedure is repeated for each cycle of N successive time slots. That is after a cycle has 
been completed with the use of column N 1 of the pattern sequence matrix.  
The basic 2DRR algorithm provides a fairness guarantee that each of the N2 input/output queues will receive at 
least one opportunity for service during every cycle of N time slots. However, few input and output node could not 
be permissioned in some timeslots because the basic 2DRR use only value of PM to running scheduling. It occur 
scheduler tightly and throughput delay. 
2.2. The low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm 
The low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm is based on the basic 2DRR. The low delay packet switch 
scheduling algorithm use m x m split matrix (Unit) instead of N x N size matrix and use the following two kinds of 
changed matrix instead of PM and SM. 
1) Unit Selection Matrix (USM) 


























   
2) Scheduling Matrix(SM) 
In the low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm, SM is created with same semantics to SM of the basic 
2DRR under m x m size matrix (Unit).  
Figure 1 represents the example of SM under m=4 Unit and Figure 2 represents the flow of this algorithm. 
The low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm provides more usable SM. And some delay is decreased in the 
transmission of a packet.  However, it is difficult to realize because of some tight prerequisite and calculating time.  
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Fig. 1. The example of SM (m=4) 
Fig. 2. The flow of the low delay packet switch scheduling algorithm 
3. The Repetitive two Dimensional Round Robin (Re-2DRR) scheduling algorithm 
In this paper, we propose a new scheduling algorithm, Re-2DRR, based on the basic 2DRR. The Re-2DRR 
creates Sub-AM if AM is not usable because of empty sending packet.  If Sub-AM is not better than AM, scheduling 
algorithm retry creating Sub-AM by another SM, but that retrying have a limit. All created Sub-AM is not better than 
AM, the Re-2DRR chooses either AM or Sub-AM.  
In the Re-2DRR scheduling algorithm, two thresholds are used. The first threshold is the number of empty 
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sending packet for decision of available AM and the second threshold is the upper limit of retrying to create Sub-AM.
The scheduler works more effectively by setting two thresholds optionally.
Figure 3 represents the flow of Re-2DRR.
Fig. 3. The flow of Re-2DRR
4. Validation
To validate proposed Re-2DRR, several numerical tests are performed. We compared proposed Re-2DRR with 
the basic 2DRR by Richard3 and the low delay packet switch scheduler by Hirotada and Koichi5. Numerical tests are
performed with N x N matrix (N= 6, 16).  The throughput and the finish time of all sending packets are compared.
The throughput is average waiting time of all packets in packet switch buffer. C and R is the threshold in Re-2DRR.
C is the number of empty sending packet for decision of available AM and R is the upper limit of retrying to create
Sub-AM.
Table 1 and 2 shows the comparison of results by three different scheduling algorithms. Table 1 is the results on
N=6. And Table 2 is the results on N=16 respectively. On tables ave means the throughput, endtime means the 
finish time, means the number of sending empty packet on AM, means the number of retrying to 
create Sub-AM and means the number of used Sub-AM. The throughput is time of sending one packet 
during from arrived time at input to departure time at output. However, packet switch is done by switching flow
during one timeslot. So that throughput means the time of waiting in packet buffer.
In Table 1 and 2, the throughput of Re-2DRR is more desirable than those of the others and the finish time of Re-
2DRR is faster than those of the others. However the number of Try, Retry and Change of Re-2DRR(C:1,R:5) in
Table 1 and Re-2DRR(C:1,R:15) in Table 2 are very large. It means that the scheduler create and use SUB AM at
almost time slot. By contrast, Re-2DRR(C:2,R:2) in Table 1 and Re-2DRR(C:3,R:6) in Table 2 are shown good 
performance about throughput, Try, Retry and Change.
The Re-2DRR is better than the others on any condition (Try, Retry and Change), and Re-2DRR can get effect of 
increasing throughputs in packet switch about 30~40% (Max N=16).
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Table 1. Comparison on N=6 
Scheduler ave endtime Try Retry Change 
2DRR   11.098 10029 - - - 
Low delay 134.165 10496 - - - 
Re-2DRR(C:1,R:5) 6.673 10010 9410 33064 6175 
Re-2DRR(C:1,R:2) 8.371 10023 8967 17934 3761 
Re-2DRR(C:2,R:5) 7.539 10014 4168 11062 3998 
Re-2DRR(C:2,R:2) 7.911 10021 3762 8805 3261 
Table 2. Comparison on N=16 
Scheduler ave endtime Try Retry Change 
2DRR 44.171 3168 - - - 
Low delay 32.925 3103 - - - 
Re-2DRR(C:1,R:15) 14.980 3048 2928 19711 2284 
Re-2DRR(C:1,R:6) 16.439 3049 2826 11725 1751 
Re-2DRR(C:1,R:1) 26.295 3070 2628 5256 809 
Re-2DRR(C:3,R:15) 20.156 3048 133 798 99 
Re-2DRR(C:3,R:6) 26.965 3071 138 493 97 
5. Conclusion 
A new packet switch scheduling algorithm, Re-2DRR, is proposed in this paper. The proposed Re-2DRR is 
designed for the high throughput and the faster finish time. From the numerical results, the results of the proposed 
Re-2DRR are better than that of the basic 2DRR scheduling algorithm and the low delay packet switch scheduling 
algorithm.  
This determines the next step of our study. We plan to decide the acceptable range of thresholds. 
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